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The viral video star behind Dude Dad offers a humorous and heartfelt guide to helping expectant
fathers survive and thrive during the wild ride that is forty weeks of pregnancy. Numerous apps
and books exist to help expectant parents understand their baby’s development by comparing
their unborn child to a raspberry or a stalk of broccoli, but Taylor Calmus takes issue with that.
First off, your baby is not some wimpy little vegetable. Your baby is a hardcore little lug nut who is
straight-up growing organs on a weekly basis. Second, how big is a stalk of broccoli? And what
the heck is a kumquat? Clearly this situation calls for a better approach. Enter . . . A Dude’s
Guide to Baby Size. • At week nine, your little shredder resembles the circumference of a guitar
pick.• At week twenty-four, your budding jalapeño is the size of some concession-stand
nachos.• By week thirty-four, your little lopper is now the size of a sixteen-inch largemouth bass
that weighs four to five pounds! This book is full of fun facts about your growing baby, advice on
how to help Mom-to-be, as well as ideas and encouragement for you on your journey from Dude
to Dude Dad. Buckle up for a wild ride full of maternity metaphors, gnarly playlists for all the
special occasions, new parenting tales, dos and don’ts for expecting dads, and even an entire
chapter dedicated to beef brisket!

“As a dad, I find the biggest gift another dad can give me is their honesty. The assignment of
caring for another human being can be insanely daunting, and knowing that other dads, like
Taylor, are dealing with the same stuff and able to encourage and joke about it is all I want to
hear.”—Tony Hale,actor and comedian“Your partner is pregnant? This book will guide you
through the dos and don’ts, which will really cut down the number of times you hear,
‘Remember when I was pregnant and you thought it was a good idea to…?’ ADude’s Guide to
Baby Size will give you the perspective of a dad who’s been there, done that—and his wife still
loves him. Through his down-to-earth tone filled with humor, great anecdotes, and heartfelt
advice, Taylor Calmus will help you make the most of what’s guaranteed to be the most crazy,
nerve-racking, and beautiful adventure of your entire life.”—Kristina Kuzmič, speaker and author
of Hold On, But Don’t Hold Still“This is the book I needed fifteen years ago. New parenthood
books scared the crap out of me, but Taylor’s book gives me a warm, fuzzy feeling and helps me
realize everything will be okay. It makes me want to have another baby, except there’s nothing in
the book about how to reverse a vasectomy.”—Penn Holderness, chief creative officer of
Holderness Family Productions and coauthor ofEverybody Fights: So Why Not Get Better at
It?“Do you want to have a better understanding of what both mom and baby are going through
during pregnancy? Taylor walks you through this journey in a way that not only helps a soon-to-
be dad understand the logistics of pregnancy but also invites him into connecting with the baby
before birth. He shares personal stories of parenting young children, lessons learned, and



prompts to help you envision what it’s going to be like to have the best title in the world: Dad. I’m
super proud of Taylor and this book, and I’m not just saying that because he’s my husband!”—
Heidi Calmus, wife and motherExcerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter
1Week 1It BeginsI know what you’re thinking: I don’t see anything. During this week, your little
nugget isn’t actually conceived yet. The lining of the uterus is thickening and preparing for
guests. Your wife’s uterus is like a bed-and-breakfast that’s open only once a month. Even if
nobody shows up, they still make the beds, wash the towels, and clean the waffle iron. And if the
guests show up on the wrong date, they get sent packing. Sorry, buddy—closed for renovations.
But your little dude knew that and won’t be checking in till next week. He’s just chilling out,
waiting for construction to be complete. Baby made reservations. That’s how hardcore your baby
is. Sound like broccoli to you? Didn’t think so.So over these forty weeks, you’re going to need to
learn a lot about the female body and all the fantastic things it can do. Hey—if she can carry a
baby and go into labor, is it too much to ask you to do a little homework? To give you a jump start
on your gestation education, here are some important pregnancy words you need to know, dude-
splained:Chromosomes: Remember the mosquitoes in Jurassic Park that were encapsulated in
the tree sap and carried the dino DNA? Basically that.Ovaries: Think of these as gumball
machines inside a woman that release one gumball (egg) a month into the hopper (fallopian
tubes).Embryo: For the first eight weeks, your fertilized egg doesn’t have a name, so they came
up with this one. But seriously. Who would want to be called Embryo? Imagine Embryo on the
playground (cue the soundtrack of a Pixar film). Embryo is sliding down the fallopian tube,
picking up all these cells before she enters the uterus.Amniotic sac: This is the sac of fluid that
your baby lives in inside the womb. It’s like a Jacuzzi that is set to the perfect baby-growing temp,
and your baby just chills in it for nine months.Placenta: This is the organ that connects to the
uterus and gives your growing baby everything he needs. Picture a personal chef next to your
baby’s hot tub who provides baby with the perfect nutrition plan throughout pregnancy.Lamaze:
A martial art practiced by ninjas in the mountains of Japan a thousand years ago.Hyperemesis:
Think of the worst hangover ever. But this kind of morning sickness comes from being pregnant
and not from the case of Milwaukee’s Best you had last night.Booty bombs: This is just a
warning that your wife is going to be farting. A lot.Week 2SpermNow is the time to enjoy lots of
sex with your partner, so go for it—as often as you like.—Pregnancy Day by DayI second that.—
Taylor CalmusThis Is Sparta!When you and your lady get to it, you release about 250 million
sperm. This is like a freaking army of little white soldiers playing a game of Capture the Egg.
Which is totally relevant because a vagina is basically a war zone filled with land mines and
booby traps that kill off a ton of the sperm. This stuff is straight-up medieval. It’s survival of the
fittest, and most soldiers won’t make it. Sometimes it ends in a literal bloodbath, aka the period.
(Come on, man—don’t get grossed out now. If you’re going to make it as a dad, you’re going to
need a stronger stomach.)In the movie 300, King Leonidas leads three hundred Spartans in
battle against Xerxes and his army. In your epic movie, only about two hundred of 250 million
sperm arrive at the site of the egg. Despite all the odds, your strongest little soldier breaks



through the castle walls and conquers the egg.Boom.Sparks. Magic. Pixie
dust.CONCEPTION.So You’re Telling Me There’s a ChanceDid you know sperm have less than
a 1 in 1,000,000 chance of making it to the place of fertilization? That is insane odds. You’re
more likely to be killed by flesh-eating bacteria than a sperm is to reach fertilization. In fact,
here’s a list of ridiculous things that are more likely to happen.You have a 1 in 662,000 chance of
winning an Olympic gold medal.You have a 1 in 11,500 chance of winning an Academy
Award.You have a 1 in 250,000 chance of getting killed by a meteorite.You have a 1 in 500
chance of being born with eleven fingers or toes.And you have a 1 in 10,000 chance of being
injured by a toilet.The good news is that you don’t have just one sperm to bet on. You’re at the
horse races, and you’ve got a good feeling about Western Showdown, but you’re also going to
throw down a bet on about 250 million other horses as well. All you need is one horse to
win.Let’s call him Lucky Strike.Ovulation 101Let’s talk about the mystery of the female body:
Ovulation.Ovulation occurs once a month when an egg moves from one of the ovaries down the
fallopian tube and into the uterus. It’s there that it waits for twelve to twenty-four hours to be
fertilized by sperm. If it’s not fertilized, it passes out through menstruation.So you might be
thinking, As long as we don’t have intercourse during ovulation, she can’t get pregnant.False.Let
me explain by metaphor.Imagine that your wife’s uterus is Best Buy and this Best Buy is open
only one day a month. They have a sale item, something that everybody wants: a PS5 (or
whatever version they’re selling when you’re reading this book). So people don’t show up just on
the day of the sale. Sometimes they’ll show up three or five days in advance and they’ll just wait
around, like in a tent or with a sandwich, or maybe they’ll peruse a magazine, or maybe they’ll
make friends with another person and decide to go in together.Most of the sperm are like your
slacker friends from college who give up waiting for the PS5 and go home early. But finally
ovulation starts and the remaining sperm bull-rush into the Best Buy, looking for the PS5. It’s like
those crazy videos you see online of Black Friday free-for-alls. Some of them just get lost in the
TV and home theater department. They’re like, Look at that . . .  Is that a seventy-five-inch
screen? That’s pretty slick. Then the lucky ones will find the PS5. Fertilization starts, a baby is
conceived, and the pregnancy begins.Week 3Hair FollicleHave you ever shaved early in the
morning and then spent all day out and about interacting with people only to get home and
realize that you missed a very obvious little patch of facial hair and have looked like a moron all
day? Well, you’re not a moron. You’re just . . .  busy. But your baby is currently the size of one of
those hair follicles, and like that lone follicle, your baby is undetected. You and your lady have
just been living like normal, not knowing that your baby exists.You probably also don’t know that
your baby already has forty-six chromosomes that determine his or her hair color, eye color,
body type, and ability to grow and forget about things like facial hair. Out of those forty-six
chromosomes, one from you and one from your wife determine the sex of your baby. During this
period, your developing baby will reach the uterus, and magical things will begin to happen. He
or she is going to be one of a kind with details like no other.At this point you don’t even know that
your little biscuit is now his own unique piece of art with his own set of fingerprints. Those



fingerprints will someday be on everything he touches that defines who he is and the impact he’ll
have on the world. Maybe your kid will wield an ice pick while scaling Mt. Everest, or maybe he’ll
sit at a computer, hacking the mainframe of North Korea to prevent a nuclear attack. One place
those fingerprints will definitely be is on the sliding glass door in your house . . .  right next to all
the slobber marks and smears. Regardless, the adventure is just beginning—and you don’t even
know you’re on one!What’s the Story, Morning Glory?From one dude to another, here’s
something you need to know right away: Morning sickness is a lie. Mama’s nausea is gonna
come anytime it wants. In the middle of the day or night. And even if you think you can’t do a
thing about it, think again. There are lots of things you can do to help with this not-so-fun part of
being pregnant:1. Be sensitive. Most guys aren’t the best with this particular trait, but if you’re
reading this book, chances are you’re different. This leads to my second suggestion . . .2. Don’t
make jokes. Okay, I know—that’s what I do for a living. But when your lady is clinging to the toilet
bowl for dear life, it’s no time to be doing your best Jim Gaffigan bit.3. Eliminate odors. This is
definitely hard since you’re a dude. But think before you douse yourself with Axe body spray.
Don’t put Limburger cheese on your burger. Keep your stanky socks away from her.4. Give her
encouragement, not exhortation. I doubt you’re a doctor, and that’s okay because neither am I.
Tell her she’s doing great, and when you can’t think of anything good to say, try number 5.5. Stay
silent. Sometimes it’s good to just zip it up.About the AuthorTaylor Calmus, better known as
Dude Dad, is a Colorado-based video creator who makes comedic content all about fatherhood
and family life. His videos feature everything from sketches to crazy DIY projects and even
heartfelt thoughts about the joys and challenges of fatherhood. Taylor is also the host of Super
Dad, a DIY show on the Magnolia Network, where Taylor helps other dads create amazing
backyard projects for their kids. Taylor and his wife, Heidi, live in Fort Collins, Colorado, with their
three children. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Praise forA Dude’s Guide to Baby Size“As a dad, I find the biggest gift another dad can give me
is their honesty. The assignment of caring for another human being can be insanely daunting,
and knowing that other dads, like Taylor, are dealing with the same stuff and able to encourage
and joke about it is all I want to hear.”—Tony Hale, actor and comedian“Your partner is pregnant?
This book will guide you through the dos and don’ts, which will really cut down the number of
times you hear, ‘Remember when I was pregnant and you thought it was a good idea to…?’ A
Dude’s Guide to Baby Size will give you the perspective of a dad who’s been there, done that—
and his wife still loves him. Through his down-to-earth tone filled with humor, great anecdotes,
and heartfelt advice, Taylor Calmus will help you make the most of what’s guaranteed to be the
most crazy, nerve-racking, and beautiful adventure of your entire life.”—Kristina Kuzmič, speaker
and author of Hold On, But Don’t Hold Still“This is the book I needed fifteen years ago. New
parenthood books scared the crap out of me, but Taylor’s book gives me a warm, fuzzy feeling
and helps me realize everything will be okay. It makes me want to have another baby, except
there’s nothing in the book about how to reverse a vasectomy.”—Penn Holderness, chief creative
officer of Holderness Family Productions and co-author of Everybody Fights: So Why Not Get
Better at It?“Do you want to have a better understanding of what both mom and baby are going
through during pregnancy? Taylor walks you through this journey in a way that not only helps a
soon-to-be dad understand the logistics of pregnancy but also invites him into connecting with
the baby before birth. He shares personal stories of parenting young children, lessons learned,
and prompts to help you envision what it’s going to be like to have the best title in the world: Dad.
I’m super proud of Taylor and this book, and I’m not just saying that because he’s my husband!”—
Heidi Calmus, wife and motherA Dude’s Guide to Baby SizeNo book can replace the diagnostic
expertise and medical advice of a trusted physician. Please be certain to consult with your
doctor before making any decisions that affect your health, particularly if you suffer from any
medical condition or have any symptom that may require treatment.Text copyright © 2022 by
Taylor CalmusIllustrations copyright © 2022 by David Lindroth Inc.All rights reserved.Published
in the United States by WaterBrook, an imprint of Random House, a division of Penguin Random
House LLC.WaterBrook® and its deer colophon are registered trademarks of Penguin Random
House LLC.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataNames: Calmus, Taylor,
author.Title: A dude’s guide to baby size : what to expect and how to prep for dads-to-be / by
Taylor Calmus.Description: Colorado Springs : WaterBrook, [2022] | Includes bibliographical
references.Subjects: LCSH: Pregnancy. | Fatherhood.Classification: LCC RG551 .C35 2022 |
DDC 618.2—dc23/eng/20220203LC record available atCover design: Pete
Garceauep_prh_6.0_139900569_c0_r0ContentsCoverTitle PageCopyrightIntroduction:
Gentlemen, Start Your EnginesThings She’ll Say During the First TrimesterWeek 1: It
BeginsWeek 2: SpermWeek 3: Hair FollicleWeek 4: BBWeek 5: Match HeadWeek 6: Kernel of
PopcornWeek 7: CheerioWeek 8: Ten-Millimeter SocketWeek 9: Guitar PickWeek 10: Lug



NutWeek 11: CondomWeek 12: Jumbo MarshmallowThings She’ll Say During the Second
TrimesterWeek 13: BaseballWeek 14: Tape MeasureWeek 15: Beer CanWeek 16:
GrenadeWeek 17: Bottle of SanitizerWeek 18: Cup of CoffeeWeek 19: Fire AlarmWeek 20:
Fresh Roll of Toilet PaperWeek 21: Quart of OilWeek 22: Pound of Ground BeefWeek 23:
Bose Noise-Canceling HeadphonesWeek 24: Concession-Stand NachosWeek 25: Bowl of Olive
Garden Soup and BreadsticksWeek 26: Baseball GloveWeek 27: Gallon of PaintThings She’ll
Say During the Third TrimesterWeek 28: Milk JugWeek 29: Human HeadWeek 30: Garbage
DisposalWeek 31: Circular SawWeek 32: FootballWeek 33: Car BatteryWeek 34: Largemouth
BassWeek 35: Bicycle HelmetWeek 36: Six-Pound BrisketWeek 37: Small Yippy DogWeek 38:
Playmate Lunch CoolerWeek 39: Galápagos PenguinWeek 40:
ToolboxAcknowledgmentsSelected BibliographyNotesAbout the AuthorExtrasOvulation 101Ten
Things I Learned About Babies in the First YearThings Not to Say to Your Pregnant WifeBabies
Versus Adults (First Week with Baby)Five People Who Visit the New BabyHow to Assemble Any
Kids’ ToyPlaylist for Giving BirthINTRODUCTIONGENTLEMEN, START YOUR ENGINESWell,
you’ve done it—you’ve gotten your lady pregnant. Boom. Nailed it! Isn’t it funny how you never
know if your boys can swim until they do? Well, cheers to you, my friend. Your loins are home
state to at least one squirmy little Olympian. If your wife gave you this book and you’re confused
right now, let me just say this one more time—YOU ARE GOING TO BE A FATHER.
CONGRATS!In less than forty weeks, you’ll be a pop holding your dear little offspring, but so
much will happen between now and then. Your house will become cluttered with baby
paraphernalia, your Corvette may get traded in for a Honda Odyssey, and your lady will gain a
solid twenty to forty pounds. That’s the equivalent of an average-sized house dog. But you know
all that already! What you don’t know is what is happening inside your wife’s incubator—the
womb. She surely has a few books comparing your unborn child to an apple or a stalk of
broccoli, but I take issue with that. First off, your baby isn’t some weenie little vegetable. Your
baby is a hardcore little badass that is straight-up growing organs on a weekly basis. Second,
how big is a stalk of broccoli? What the heck is a kumquat? Nope. No more. I introduce to you…
A Dude’s Guide to Baby Size.Inside this book you’ll find information on your growing baby,
encouragement for helping Mom-to-be, and ideas for how to begin to become a Dude Dad.
Each week’s title, along with the corresponding image, is an example of what the baby’s size is
at that week—but the object is something a dad will know!Now, I know guys don’t like to be told
how to do things; I don’t either. It’s why we don’t stop for directions. I hate those videos of people
telling parents the proper way to get their kids to poop or how to make a baby sleep for fourteen
hours straight. Nobody’s an expert on parenting. Okay, maybe you are if you have ten or more
kids and they’re all nuns, but otherwise, nope. You’re just winging it. I know I’m not an expert. I’ve
read only three books about parenting (and this is one of them). Plus, every kid is unique and
wired differently. But have I gone through this? Yes. Can I tell you about my experiences and
hope you’ll learn something from them? Yeah, I can do that. I’ll share my experiences and what
has and hasn’t worked for me. If you want to do it my way, cool. If you don’t…well, good



luck.There are a lot of things a dad-to-be can do during pregnancy besides gaining more weight
than the mom-to-be. You’re starting an amazing journey right now, so I hope I can come along
and help you through to the moment you hold your little lug nut for the very first time. Think of me
as your best friend who is eager to help you prepare for what will be the biggest transition of your
life. This book isn’t necessarily about pregnancy; it’s about fatherhood. Since these forty weeks
are part of an incredible ride you’re taking with your wife, these pages will help start to open you
up to fatherhood.Things She’ll Say During the First Trimester“You did this. You did this to
me.”“Nothing fits. I’m too small for maternity clothes and too big for regular clothes…Guess it’s a
leggings day.”“Babe. You cannot let me eat after 6 p.m. anymore. No, I need you to pull your
weight too. And that is watching mine.”(Twenty minutes later) “You do not get to tell me when I
can and cannot eat. Are you carrying a child?”“My body is making a baby. What is your body
doing? Just sweating and growing hair.”“I have to pee. I have to pee. I have to pee. Oh my gosh, I
have to pee. I have to pee.”“Babe, I feel so sick. I haven’t been to Target in like four days. That’s
how sick I feel. Think I could be having withdrawals.”“Well, it’s actually super healthy for pregnant
women to fart, so you should just be happy that I’m healthy.”“Zzzzzzz.”“Babe, we need new
shampoo. This scent makes me nauseous.”“Babe, my boobs are getting so big from all the extra
hormones…Not those kinds of hormones. I have a headache.”Week 1IT BEGINSI know what
you’re thinking: I don’t see anything. During this week, your little nugget isn’t actually conceived
yet. The lining of the uterus is thickening and preparing for guests. Your wife’s uterus is like a bed-
and-breakfast that’s open only once a month. Even if nobody shows up, they still make the beds,
wash the towels, and clean the waffle iron. And if the guests show up on the wrong date, they get
sent packing. Sorry, buddy—closed for renovations. But your little dude knew that and won’t be
checking in till next week. He’s just chilling out, waiting for construction to be complete. Baby
made reservations. That’s how hardcore your baby is. Sound like broccoli to you? Didn’t think
so.So over these forty weeks, you’re going to need to learn a lot about the female body and all
the fantastic things it can do. Hey—if she can carry a baby and go into labor, is it too much to ask
you to do a little homework? To give you a jump start on your gestation education, here are some
important pregnancy words you need to know, dude-splained:Chromosomes: Remember the
mosquitoes in Jurassic Park that were encapsulated in the tree sap and carried the dino DNA?
Basically that.Ovaries: Think of these as gumball machines inside a woman that release one
gumball (egg) a month into the hopper (fallopian tubes).Embryo: For the first eight weeks, your
fertilized egg doesn’t have a name, so they came up with this one. But seriously. Who would
want to be called Embryo? Imagine Embryo on the playground (cue the soundtrack of a Pixar
film). Embryo is sliding down the fallopian tube, picking up all these cells before she enters the
uterus.Amniotic sac: This is the sac of fluid that your baby lives in inside the womb. It’s like a
Jacuzzi that is set to the perfect baby-growing temp, and your baby just chills in it for nine
months.Placenta: This is the organ that connects to the uterus and gives your growing baby
everything he needs. Picture a personal chef next to your baby’s hot tub who provides baby with
the perfect nutrition plan throughout pregnancy.Lamaze: A martial art practiced by ninjas in the



mountains of Japan a thousand years ago.Hyperemesis: Think of the worst hangover ever. But
this kind of morning sickness comes from being pregnant and not from the case of Milwaukee’s
Best you had last night.Booty bombs: This is just a warning that your wife is going to be farting. A
lot.Week 2SPERMNow is the time to enjoy lots of sex with your partner, so go for it—as often as
you like.—PREGNANCY DAY BY DAYI second that.—TAYLOR CALMUSTHIS IS SPARTA!When
you and your lady get to it, you release about 250 million sperm. This is like a freaking army of
little white soldiers playing a game of Capture the Egg. Which is totally relevant because a
vagina is basically a war zone filled with land mines and booby traps that kill off a ton of the
sperm. This stuff is straight-up medieval. It’s survival of the fittest, and most soldiers won’t make
it. Sometimes it ends in a literal bloodbath, aka the period. (Come on, man—don’t get grossed
out now. If you’re going to make it as a dad, you’re going to need a stronger stomach.)In the
movie 300, King Leonidas leads three hundred Spartans in battle against Xerxes and his army.
In your epic movie, only about two hundred of 250 million sperm arrive at the site of the egg.
Despite all the odds, your strongest little soldier breaks through the castle walls and conquers
the egg.Boom.Sparks. Magic. Pixie dust.CONCEPTION.SO YOU’RE TELLING ME THERE’S A
CHANCEDid you know sperm have less than a 1 in 1,000,000 chance of making it to the place
of fertilization? That is insane odds. You’re more likely to be killed by flesh-eating bacteria than a
sperm is to reach fertilization. In fact, here’s a list of ridiculous things that are more likely to
happen.You have a 1 in 662,000 chance of winning an Olympic gold medal.You have a 1 in
11,500 chance of winning an Academy Award.You have a 1 in 250,000 chance of getting killed
by a meteorite.You have a 1 in 500 chance of being born with eleven fingers or toes.And you
have a 1 in 10,000 chance of being injured by a toilet.The good news is that you don’t have just
one sperm to bet on. You’re at the horse races, and you’ve got a good feeling about Western
Showdown, but you’re also going to throw down a bet on about 250 million other horses as well.
All you need is one horse to win.Let’s call him Lucky Strike.OVULATION 101Let’s talk about the
mystery of the female body: Ovulation.Ovulation occurs once a month when an egg moves from
one of the ovaries down the fallopian tube and into the uterus. It’s there that it waits for twelve to
twenty-four hours to be fertilized by sperm. If it’s not fertilized, it passes out through
menstruation.So you might be thinking, As long as we don’t have intercourse during ovulation,
she can’t get pregnant.False.Let me explain by metaphor.Imagine that your wife’s uterus is Best
Buy and this Best Buy is open only one day a month. They have a sale item, something that
everybody wants: a PS5 (or whatever version they’re selling when you’re reading this book). So
people don’t show up just on the day of the sale. Sometimes they’ll show up three or five days in
advance and they’ll just wait around, like in a tent or with a sandwich, or maybe they’ll peruse a
magazine, or maybe they’ll make friends with another person and decide to go in together.Most
of the sperm are like your slacker friends from college who give up waiting for the PS5 and go
home early. But finally ovulation starts and the remaining sperm bull-rush into the Best Buy,
looking for the PS5. It’s like those crazy videos you see online of Black Friday free-for-alls. Some
of them just get lost in the TV and home theater department. They’re like, Look at that…Is that a



seventy-five-inch screen? That’s pretty slick. Then the lucky ones will find the PS5. Fertilization
starts, a baby is conceived, and the pregnancy begins.Week 3HAIR FOLLICLEHave you ever
shaved early in the morning and then spent all day out and about interacting with people only to
get home and realize that you missed a very obvious little patch of facial hair and have looked
like a moron all day? Well, you’re not a moron. You’re just…busy. But your baby is currently the
size of one of those hair follicles, and like that lone follicle, your baby is undetected. You and your
lady have just been living like normal, not knowing that your baby exists.You probably also don’t
know that your baby already has forty-six chromosomes that determine his or her hair color, eye
color, body type, and ability to grow and forget about things like facial hair. Out of those forty-six
chromosomes, one from you and one from your wife determine the sex of your baby. During this
period, your developing baby will reach the uterus, and magical things will begin to happen. He
or she is going to be one of a kind with details like no other.At this point you don’t even know that
your little biscuit is now his own unique piece of art with his own set of fingerprints. Those
fingerprints will someday be on everything he touches that defines who he is and the impact he’ll
have on the world. Maybe your kid will wield an ice pick while scaling Mt. Everest, or maybe he’ll
sit at a computer, hacking the mainframe of North Korea to prevent a nuclear attack. One place
those fingerprints will definitely be is on the sliding glass door in your house…right next to all the
slobber marks and smears. Regardless, the adventure is just beginning—and you don’t even
know you’re on one!WHAT’S THE STORY, MORNING GLORY?From one dude to another,
here’s something you need to know right away: Morning sickness is a lie. Mama’s nausea is
gonna come anytime it wants. In the middle of the day or night. And even if you think you can’t do
a thing about it, think again. There are lots of things you can do to help with this not-so-fun part
of being pregnant:Be sensitive. Most guys aren’t the best with this particular trait, but if you’re
reading this book, chances are you’re different. This leads to my second suggestion…Don’t
make jokes. Okay, I know—that’s what I do for a living. But when your lady is clinging to the toilet
bowl for dear life, it’s no time to be doing your best Jim Gaffigan bit.Eliminate odors. This is
definitely hard since you’re a dude. But think before you douse yourself with Axe body spray.
Don’t put Limburger cheese on your burger. Keep your stanky socks away from her.Give her
encouragement, not exhortation. I doubt you’re a doctor, and that’s okay because neither am I.
Tell her she’s doing great, and when you can’t think of anything good to say, try number 5.Stay
silent. Sometimes it’s good to just zip it up.Week 4BBYour little bean has finally made her way
down the fallopian tube and implanted in the uterus. Baby is about the size of one BB right now,
which doesn’t seem like much, but remember it takes only one BB to the head to take down a
twenty-four-pound turkey. Little one isn’t even out of the gestational sac, and she’s already
bringing home dinner—what a rock star.When you think of BB guns, it’s easy to picture Ralphie
from A Christmas Story finally getting the holy grail of Christmas gifts, an official Red Ryder
carbine-action, two-hundred-shot, range-model air rifle. He carefully holds it for the first time,
marveling at its beauty and feeding it with BBs. It’s a dream come true. Becoming a father for the
first time is just like opening that Christmas present you’ve been dreaming about for your entire



life. But with this gift comes a huge responsibility.A BB gun is a symbol of trust. When I was
seven years old, my parents entrusted me with one. My dad is big into hunting, so he spent a lot
of time teaching me how to use my BB gun, showing me the proper safety protocol, the visual
and physical checks to ensure that the weapon was unloaded before I took it into the house. He
drilled gun safety into my siblings and me to the point where we knew that a gun wasn’t
something to mess around with.My dad trusting me with the BB gun made me want to be
trustworthy, unlike Ralphie in A Christmas Story. After being warned over and over again that he
could shoot his eye out, he finally gets his present and (spoiler alert) nearly does exactly that,
breaking his glasses in the process and then straight-up lying to his mom about it.
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Kristen Fortman, “Dude! Dads, you need this book. My fiancé and I are trying to conceive so I
thought this would be a great book to help him be aware of what’s going on with me physically
and emotionally. So Good! I read the first few chapters and I’m going to be stealing this from him
on a weekly basis to read for myself. The stories are great, the baby size guide is dude relatable,
and it’s just an all around fun book for an expectant father.If/when we conceive I plan to give the
book to him along with my pee stick as a “Welcome to fatherhood. Get educated.”Thank you,
Taylor, for writing this and thank you, Heidi, for giving him the insight needed to do so.”

Sarah Kelly, “Only 15 Years late...but better late then never!. My husband so needed this when
we were pregnant with our 1st, 2nd and 3rd sons! He would have actually read it instead of
pretending to listen to me describe how big our baby was. Any fruit or vegetable described with a
stem of any kind immediately became "Well, the apple sure doesn't fall from the tree, does it...so
you wanna?! I had lots of headaches for some reason! I bought this for my brother, so he can
understand what his wife is going thru in terms he gets to make her pregnancy more real and
relatable so he can be present in the process. This way he will never question her creamer to
coffee ratio, endless restroom stops, constant mood switches or late night food runs. Oh, and
also I will be crowned best sister-in-law in all the land...just saying!”

Jason Mack, “Amazingly fun and honest, a big help. Sure I'm here to try to win a free diaper bag,
but I'm also here because I want dads to be and moms to be to know this book is amazing.Taylor
brings his trademark humor but more importantly his trademark honesty. His openness allows
this book to hit home and help you along through the pregnancy and the emotions it brings while
also having several laughs.My baby-to-be is currently in the rock star guitar pick phase, so I'm
enjoying Taylor's attempts at creating baby-related band names (note, this is different from
standard puns. I don't have the dad joke instinct for puns yet and am crossing my fingers that
never comes).Taylor took the best options already, but I had fun coming up with names that I find
almost funnier because they don't quite work. For
example:U(terus)2(terus)N'UTEROEmbryNeyoStretch Mark McGrath aka Sugar NurserayAnd if
we were doing movies instead of music groups, my choice would be Placent-of-a Woman.”

Warren Brennwald, “Love it!. As a dad of two already, each one feels like it's going to be
terrifying. But as each week passes as the third one is forming I read each month and watch the
trimester on YouTube and me and wife laugh so much. So far my favorite week explanation is
week 9, THE GUITAR PICK, especially the play list epic. Thanks Taylor for making this
adventure a little bit barrable. We love you guys and hope you keep the adventure going. GO
DUDE DAD!!!”

MD Reviews, “Hilarious, enjoyable book!. This book is perfect for dads to be. There's no other



book out there like this. My husband loved it and so did I!!”

Lily, “Great Book but mom will stick to fruit size comparison. This book is amazing, I bought it for
my husband but haven't been able to put it down long enough for him to read it . I love the playlist
suggestions and the "relatable" size comparisons though after seeing that baby will be the size
of a car battery I think this first time momma will stick to the fruit comparisons . All in all great
work, would highly recommend it.”

Shelby Montes, “You will not be disappointed!. I follow DudeDad and love his videos. When I saw
he came out with this book I instantly purchased it. I’m not even pregnant yet, but we’re trying.
And when I do find out I’m expecting, this book is how I’m going to tell my husband. Thanks
DudeDad!! You rock!”

Kristina Hargis, “So Funny!!. This book is relatable and funny to both moms and dads! I bought it
for my husband, but I ended up really loving it! Would make a really great gift for new dads, soon-
to-be dads, baby shower gifts, anything!”

Cheyenne Hébert, “Best gift for my husband!. May is our dating and wedding anniversary month
so I got this since we’re in early pregnancy to surprise my husband. He watches Dude Dad all
the time and we’ve both grown to love the skits Taylor & Heidi put on. So naturally when this
book was being promoted I had to support them and we are going through and catching up to
our week to keep up and chuckling along the way. What a great book for dads to be!”

The book by Taylor Calmus has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 35 people have provided feedback.
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